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We identify two different modes, types I and II, of the interaction for planar shocks accelerating
heavy prolate gaseous ellipses. These modes arise from different interactions of the incident shock
~IS! and transmitted shock~TS! on the leeward side of the ellipse. A time ratiotT /
t I(M ,h,l,g0 ,gb), which characterizes the mode of interaction, is derived heuristically. Here, the
principal parameters governing the interaction are the Mach number of the shock~M!, the ratio of
the density of the ellipse to the ambient gas density, (h.1), g0 , gb ~the ratios of specific heats of
the two gases!, l ~the aspect ratio!. Salient events in shock–ellipse interactions are identified and
correlated with their signatures in circulation budgets and on-axis space–time pressure diagrams.
The two modes yield different mechanisms of the baroclinic vorticity generation. We present a
heuristic model for the net baroclinic circulation generated on the interface at the end of the
early-time phase by both the IS and TS and validate the model via numerical simulations of the
Euler equations. In the range 1.2<M<3.5, 1.54<h<5.04, andl51.5 and 3.0, our model predicts
the baroclinic circulation on the interface within a band of610% in comparison to converged
numerical simulations. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!00303-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

Accelerated inhomogeneous flows are everpresent. For
example, the interaction of a shock with a density-stratified
interface is a canonical problem in compressible hydro-
dynamics.1 Such studies2 are motivated by a desire to under-
stand the baroclinic generation of vorticity and turbulent
mixing in scramjets, inertial confinement fusion systems, and
the astrophysical environments of planetary nebulas and su-
pernovas.

In this paper, we focus on the interaction of a planar
shock with a prolate, heavy~i.e., heavier than ambient! gas
ellipse ~elliptical cylinder!, as shown in Fig. 1. Because of
symmetry, we show only the top half. An incident shock~IS!
of Mach numberM, propagates from the left with a front
perpendicular to thex axis in an infinite gaseous medium of
densityr0 , pressurep0 , and ratio of specific heatsg0 , and
strikes a prolate heavy gas ellipse of aspect ratiol and minor
axis 2b, densityrb , pressurepb , and ratio of specific heats
gb . By prolate, we mean the minor axis of the ellipse is

along thex axis, the direction of propagation of the incident
shock front. The parameters for the gases used in this inves-
tigation are shown in Table I.

When IS strikes the interface between the elliptical
bubble and the ambient gas, it refracts into a transmitted
shock ~TS! and a reflected wave. Two generic classes of
interactions exist: one where the IS moves faster than the TS
~fast–slow or f/s!, andvice versa~slow–fast or s/f!. For the
parameters considered in this paper, f/s~s/f! interactions are
observed whenh5rb /r0.1 (h,1). The reflected wave is
usually a shock for a f/s interaction and a rarefaction for s/f.
If the IS, TS, and the reflected waves meet at anodeon the
interface, the refraction is calledregular.

As the incident shock traverses the windward side of the
elliptical interface, it generates a layer of vorticity baroclini-
cally. However, on the leeward side, we identify new, more
complex modes of circulation generation, associated with
shock interactions, both on and off the interface. Essentially,
the shock transmitted through the ellipse may reach and be
transmitted through the leeward side before the IS completes
its traversal of the leeward side. Our goal is to derive a
heuristic model to quantify the baroclinic circulation depos-
ited on the interfaceat the end of the early time phase, that is
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due to the traversal of the entire elliptical bubble by the
incident and transmitted shocks.

Eventually, the dominant deposited circulation rolls up
into two counter-rotating complex dipolar vortices that
emerge from the interaction at late time, e.g., a time exceed-
ing at least five ellipse passage times of the incident shock.
These have been observed in simulations and experiments of
low Mach numberM<1.3 shock interactions with circular
cylinders, and their evolution may be explained in terms of
incompressible stratified vortex dynamics.

Hawley and Zabusky3 and Yanget al.4 were the first to
emphasize and quantify vorticity in the evolution of shocked
interfaces. Investigations of shock-accelerated circular cylin-
ders were done experimentally by Haas and Sturtevant (M
<1.3)5 and Jacobs (M<1.15),6 and numerically by Quirk
and Karni (M51.22, radius resolved by 450 grid cells!.7 For
axisymmetric spheres, numerical simulations were done by
McKee et al. (M510, radius resolved by 240 grid cells!8

and Zabusky and Zeng (M51.2, 2.5, and 5.0, radius re-
solved by 55 grid cells!,9 who made numerous quantifica-
tions. Three-dimensional numerical simulations of shock–
ellipsoid interactions were done by Xu and Stone (M510,
l52, major axis resolved by 128 grid cells!.10 A starting
point in the development of our model is the model for cir-
culation deposition on heavy circular cylinders by Samtaney
and Zabusky11 and baroclinic circulation quantifications for
s/f interfaces by Samtaneyet al.12

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Governing equations

We first present results from numerical simulations to
demonstrate the shock–competition mentioned above. Since
viscous effects are negligible during the vorticity deposition
phase of the shock–ellipse interaction, we adopt an inviscid
model for simulation purposes. We make the following as-
sumptions: the flow is inviscid, the gases are perfect, and
there are no chemical reactions between the two gases, which
are further assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. The gov-
erning equations~the compressible Euler equations! in con-
servative form are

Ut1F~U!x1G~U!y50, ~1!

where

U5$r,ru,rv,E,rz%T,

F~U!5@ru,ru21p,ruv,~E1p!u,rzu#T,

G~U!5@rv,ruv,rv21p,~E1p!v,rzv#T,

and E is the total energy, related to the pressurep by p
5(g21)@E2 1

2r(u21v2)#.
In the above equations, the scalar quantityz(x,t), de-

fined as the volume fraction of the incident gas, is used to
track the interface between the incident and transmitted
gases. Herez(x,t)P@0,1# and the level setz(x,t)50.5 is
chosen to define the interface.

B. Initial and boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are post-incident shock values
at the left boundary and quiescent flow (p0 ,r0 ,u50) at the
right boundary. Reflecting boundary conditions (u•n50,
wheren is the unit normal to the plane of the boundary! were
enforced on the horizontal axis~axis of symmetry! and out-
flow boundary conditions were enforced on the top bound-
ary. The ellipse is centered at the origin of the coordinate
system, and because symmetry is assumed, only the top half
of the ellipse is simulated. The initial condition forz is given
by z(x,0)51(0) in theincident ~transmitted! gas. A shock
moving in the positivex direction is initialized a distanceX0

upstream of the ellipse using the Rankine–Hugoniot jump
conditions.

C. Numerical details

Our numerical method is a second-order accurate Go-
dunov scheme and includes interface tracking. A complete
exposition of the numerical method can be found in our pre-
vious paper.12 The Godunov method gives rise to transverse
oscillations behind the transmitted shock at high Mach num-
bers (M.2.75) and high stratifications (h.5), and, conse-
quently, a second–order equilibrium flux method~EFM!13

was used for them.
It should be noted that no explicit artificial viscosity was

used in these numerical methods. However, these numerical
methods do suffer from an implicit numerical viscosity that

FIG. 1. Schematic of the physical setup. Due to symmetry, only the top half
is shown. The solid vertical line shows the initial position of the shock. The
dashed line shows the incident shock at a later time when it undergoes a
complex shock refraction on the leeward side. This is indicated by the circle
with a simple crossing of lines.

TABLE I. Gas pairs. Hereh is the preshocked density ratio, At5(h
21)/(h11) the preshock Atwood number, andg0 ,gb are the specific heat
ratios of the two gases.

Gas pairs
Parameters air–CO2 air–R22 air–SF6

h ~At! 1.54 ~0.212! 3.00 ~0.5! 5.04 ~0.6689!
g0 ,gb 1.4, 1.297 1.4, 1.172 1.4, 1.0935
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causes a local mixing of the incident and transmitted gases.
The ratio of specific heats in a computational cell containing
a mixture of the gases is calculated as

g5
g0zR01gb~12z!Rb

zR01~12z!Rb
, ~2!

whereR0 andRb are gas constants of the incident and trans-
mitted gas, respectively. A uniform square (Dx5Dy) mesh
is used for all the simulations. TypicallyX0510Dx. The
interface is initially smeared over 2Dx to 3Dx.

D. Normalizations

For simplicity, we assumepb5p05r051 andrb5h.
All length scales are normalized byb ~equivalent to specify-
ing b51), velocities byc0 , the speed of sound in the am-
bient medium~equivalent to specifyingc051), and time by
t* 5b/c0 , the half-bubble traversal time by a linear acoustic
wave.

E. Validation

Since we are modeling interfacial circulation, we vali-
date the simulation codes as in our previous studies.12,14 The
interfacial circulationGnum is

Gnum5(
D

v~ i , j ,t !DxDy, ~3!

whereD5@( i , j ,t);z( i , j ,t):0.001<z(x,t)<0.999# and the
vorticity is

v~ i , j ,t !5
v~ i 11,j ,t !2v~ i 21,j ,t !

2Dx

2
u~ i , j 11,t !2u~ i , j 21,t !

2Dy
.

In Fig. 2 we establish convergence with respect to grid
refinement forGnum deposited on an ellipse. We plot the
circulation for the parameter setM51.5, h53.0, l51.5,
g051.4, gb51.172, normalized byMc0b, as a function of
normalized time. For our early-time interval, we observe
convergence for the interfacial circulation when the major
axis of the ellipse was resolved by 180, 360, and 720 grid
points. For the runs described in this paper, the major axis
will be resolved by 360 grid cells.

III. PHENOMENOLOGY FOR TWO MODES OF
LEEWARD SIDE SHOCK–COMPETITION AND
CIRCULATION DEPOSITION

In this section, we distinguish between two modes~I and
II ! of shock-interface interaction that arise on the leeward
side of a prolate ellipse. We introduce a shock-traversal time
ratio that characterizes the appearance of the appropriate
mode of the interaction.

A. Classification

1. Type I

Samtaney and Zabusky11 identified three phases in
the interaction of shocks with circular cylinders. They are

illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows five points on a prolate
ellipse. Points A and D are the windward and leeward tips
of the ellipse, respectively, while B is the crest. Point C
@[(2xc ,yc)# is the point where the shock refraction be-
comes irregular and C8 is its mirror image on the leeward
side. Both are essential to our heuristic model of early-time
circulation deposition, as discussed below. By heuristic, we
mean a phenomenological, nonasymptotic estimate of depos-
ited circulation that is within a610% band surrounding the
numerically calculated value. The phases are the following.

FIG. 2. Convergence study of baroclinic circulation deposited on the ellipse
by the shock. The normalized circulation, (Gnum/Mc0b, is plotted as a
function of normalized time. The parameters of the run areM51.5, h
53.0, l51.5, g051.4, gb51.172. The major axis of the ellipse was re-
solved by 180~dotted line with ‘‘h ’’), 360 ~solid line!, and 720 (‘‘s ’’)
grid points.

FIG. 3. The different phases in a shock–ellipse interaction. Here A and D
are the windward and leeward tips of the ellipse, respectively, while B is the
top. Point C@[(2xc ,yc)# is the point where the shock refraction becomes
irregular. Here C8 is the mirror image on the leeward side. Phase~i! of the
interaction occurs in AC, phase~ii ! in CB, and phases~iii ! and~iv! in BC8D.
Phase~i! is characterized by regular shock refraction and phase~ii ! by
irregular refraction. The near-normality ansatz is employed in phase~iii !.
Phase~iv! is observed only in type II interactions, and is characterized by
shock competition and the TS interacting with the leeward interface C8D.
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~i! Phase~i! : IS traverses AC on the windward side and
undergoes regular refraction. This phase ends at C whena,
the local angle between the shock front and the ellipse,
reaches the critical angleacr

11 for regular refraction. The
derivation foracr ~as done in Ref. 11! is strictly applicable
for planar oblique interfaces only and we employ it as an
approximate measure ofacr for curved interfaces.

~ii ! Phase~ii ! : IS traverses CB and undergoes irregular
refraction at the interface. This phase ends when IS reaches
the crest point B, i.e.,a5p/2.

~iii ! Phase~iii ! : IS traverses the leeward side of the
ellipse ~between B and D in Fig. 3!. The incident shock
expands around the top and bends back to meet the interface
almost ata5p/2.11 During this phase IS weakens, and if it
is sufficiently weak, it transforms into a local region of com-
pression waves near the interface. The effects of shock com-
petition, as outlined below, are observed only in the BD
section of the interface.

Figure 4 shows aType I interaction@in phase~iii !#. The
results are from anM51.2, h55.04, l51.5 ~air–SF6)
simulation. The¹•u ~divergence! contours have been plot-
ted over the normalized vorticity field@v/vmax, where
vmax5max(uvu)] to juxtapose the shocks and the vorticity.
The contour levelz50.5 denotes the center of the interfacial
layer and is seen as the dark line in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! (t
52.2) shows the transmitted shock~TS! midway into the
bubble. It has a nearly vertical left segment~approaching a

local interaction with the leeward side! and a bent right seg-
ment that is connected to IS~which has nearly completed its
traversal!. The local interaction between the leeward side and
TS can be s/f or f/s. In this particular example it happens to
be s/f. Figure 4~b! (t53.67) shows a s/f interaction between
TS and thepost-shockedambient gas on the leeward side of
the ellipse in progress while the IS reflects off the horizontal
axis, depositing opposite-signed vorticity. Thus, TS com-
pletes its traversal of the ellipseafter the IS. It is clear that
there is circulation deposition first by the IS followed by
circulation deposition by the TS. Note that IS compresses the
ellipse, and therefore the length of the minor axis is smaller
than 2. Furthermore, the shock imparts a mean velocity to
the ellipse along thex axis. Due to this the ellipse does not
appear centered at the origin in Fig. 4.

Some of the interactions described above have their sig-
natures in the plot of the on-axis pressure space–time plot
~Fig. 5!. The upstream and downstream limits of the interfa-
cial region (z50.999) and the nominal interface (z50.5) on
the x axis have been plotted. After shock–interface interac-
tion on the windward side, one sees a reflected and a trans-
mitted shock, the latter approaching the leeward side of the
ellipse. At the end of phase~iii !, IS reflects off thex axis ~at
t53.15), sending a shock upstream into the bubble. This
interacts with the left~nearly vertical! segment of TS~seen
as a ‘‘notch’’ att53.55 and previously observed by Zabusky
and Zeng9 in axisymmetric spherical bubbles!. Figure 4~b!
shows the shock configurations a little later att53.67. Note
that the right segment of TS has already undergone a s/f
interaction on the leeward side and the left~nearly vertical
segment! is in the process of doing so. Note, also, that Fig. 5
shows an enhancement of pressure at aroundt54.2, similar

FIG. 4. A type I interaction at an air–SF6 ~Table I! interface (M51.2,l
51.5). Divergence (¹"u) contours have been plotted by dotted lines on a
normalized vorticity (v/vmax, wherevmax5max(uvu)) field, which is given
by the black–and-white color map. The interfacez50.5 is also plotted using
a solid line. In~a! we plot six¹"u contours, equally spaced between287
and 113 to elucidate the shock structures. We see the transmitted shock
~TS! just before it undergoes a local s/f interaction with the leeward side of
the bubble interface while IS traverses it. In~b! we plot 13 divergence
contours, equally spaced between2130 and23. We see that the IS has
reflected off the horizontal axis and is moving upward while TS undergoes
a local s/f interaction with the leeward side of the ellipse. Other details can
be found in Table II. Herevmaxb/Mc058.62, circulation deposition~nu-
merical! at the end of the TS traversal:Gnum/Mc0b50.863. The simulation
domain is @24.27:4.27#3@0:2.667#. The simulation was done using the
Godunov scheme.

FIG. 5. The on-axis pressure plotted versus time for the simulation in Fig. 4.
The locations ofz50.999 andz50.5 limits on thex axis have also been
plotted. After the shock interaction on the windward side, there is a slow
divergence between thez50.999 andz50.5 traces. This can also been seen
on the leeward side att'3.2 when IS arrives at thex axis. The notch att
'3.55 is formed as a result of the interaction of the TS and a wave sent
upstream by the IS on reflecting off the axis. Att'4 TS reaches the leeward
side. We also see a pressure enhancement att'4.2.
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to the cavity-collapse pressure enhancement seen by
Zabusky and Zeng.9 A future study will elaborate this pres-
sure enhancement.

Another view of these actions is shown in Fig. 6, show-
ing the evolution of circulation. Here, we plot the net, posi-
tive, and negative budgets of the interfacial and global cir-
culations. The important times are shown in Table II.t IS ,
estimated from the simulation data, is the total elapsed time
required by IS, from the start to reach thex axis on the

leeward side. Similarly,tTS ~also estimated from the numeri-
cal data! is the total elapsed time from start for the TS to
cross the bubble interior and reach the leeward side. We see
the expected linear growth and saturation of dominant nega-
tive circulation and the sudden growth of significant positive
circulation9 at t'4 when the on-axis pressure enhancement
reaches the leeward side of the ellipse. First we see a nearly
linear rise in dominant negative circulation, with a slight rise
in positive circulation after point C~Fig. 3!, when the refrac-
tion becomes irregular. Aftert53.2, the net negative circu-
lation on the interface begins to saturate because of the
upward–going IS and its magnitude suddenly declines at
aroundt54.0. We conjecture that this is due to the strong
pressure wave following the collapse of the internal cavity
~seen as the pressure enhancement in Fig. 5!, as described in
Ref. 9, depositing positive circulation on the leeward inter-
face. The arrow att54.0 points to the net circulation used in
comparing to the model. We note that att58 the positive
and total interfacial circulation are around 8% and 81% of
this value in magnitude.

2. Type II

Figure 7 shows¹"u ~divergence! contours, the mean
interface location (z50.5 contour!, and the normalized vor-
ticity field at three different times for atype II interaction
with M52.75, h53.0, and l53.0 ~air–R22!. The TS
traverses the ellipse before the IS and interacts with it on the
leeward side. Thus the circulation deposited by IS is prema-

FIG. 6. Circulation budgets for the simulation shown in Fig. 4. HereM
51.2,l51.5, and the gases are air and SF6 . The dotted line shows the net
global circulation, the dotted line with ‘‘d ’’ the negative circulation and the
dotted line with ‘‘j ’’ the positive circulation. The solid line shows the net
interfacial circulation, the solid line with ‘‘s ’’ the negative interfacial cir-
culation, and the solid line with ‘‘h ’’ the positive interfacial circulation.
The arrow points to the value of circulation (G i /Mc0b) that is modeled.

TABLE II. Total elapsed times for salient events during shock traversal for
type I and II interactions shown in Figs. 4–6 and Figs. 7–9, respectively.
Times are: the followingtcontact is the time elapsed for IS before contact is
made with the windward edge of the ellipse;tcritical is the time elapsed for
the IS to reach a point when the interaction becomes irregular;tcrest is the
time elapsed for the IS to reach the crest of the ellipse;t IS the time elapsed
for the IS to complete its traversal of the entire interface; andtTS is the
elapsed time for the TS to complete its traversal of the minor axis of the
ellipse. Note thatt IS is estimated from the numerical data~Fig. 5! for type I
interactions and analytically for type II. HeretTS is estimated from numeri-
cal results~Figs. 5 and 8!. All times have been normalized byt* 5b/c0 , the
time needed by a linear acoustic wave to travel the semiminor axis of the
ellipse. Also,yc is the height of the ‘‘stalk’’ of TS, estimated from the point
where the interaction becomes irregular, i.e.,a5acr .

Figure No. 4 7

Parameters (M ,l, gas pair! 1.2, 1.5, air–SF6 2.75, 3.00, air–R22
Type of interaction Type I Type II
tcontact 0.18 0.18
tcrit 0.75 0.46
tcrest 1.00 0.54
t IS ~data,estimate! 3.0 1.76
tTS ~data! 3.95 1.20
yc ~estimate! 1.4 2.92

FIG. 7. A type II interaction at an air–R22~Table I! interface (M
52.75,l53.0). Selectively chosen divergence (¹"u) contours ~dotted
lines! have been overlaid on a normalized vorticity (v/vmax, wherevmax

5max(uvu)) field to indicate the shocks. The interfacez50.5 is plotted using
a solid line. In~a! (t50.675) we see the transmitted shock~TS! just before
it interacts with the incident shock~IS!. In ~b! (t51.1) the interaction is
underway. In~c! (t51.68) we see that the transmitted shock has traversed
through the ellipse before the incident shock. We also see a slip line ema-
nating from a triple point on the TSS, formed as a result of the TTS–IS
interaction on the leeward side. Herevmaxb/Mc0524.19, circulation depo-
sition ~numerical! at the end of the TS traversal:Gnum/Mc0b51.04. For this
simulation, the domain is@28.5:8.5#3@0:5.333#. The simulation was done
using the Godunov scheme.
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turely terminated and TS deposits circulation by a s/f inter-
action. In Fig 7~a! we see the incident shock~IS! traversing
around the leeward side depositing negative vorticity, while
the transmitted shock~TS! approaches the leeward interface.
The nearly vertical left segment or ‘‘stalk’’ of the TS is
about to undergo a local s/f interaction. In Fig. 7~b!, we see
TS undergoing a local s/f interaction with theunshocked
ambient gas on the leeward side of the ellipse. It generates a
transmitted shock~TTS, moving into the ambient! and a re-
flected rarefaction. We observe a complex shock system cre-
ated by the TTS–IS interaction. Vorticity generation on the
interface by the IS is terminated. In Fig. 7~c!, we see that the
TS has completed its traversal through the ellipse~and its
interaction with the leeward side of the ellipse! and emerged
from the bubble as TTS. Its interaction with the IS occursoff
the interface. A slip line, formed as a result of the TTS–IS
interaction, is seen emanating from a triple point on TS. We
also see the incipient rolling up of the interface, as discussed
in Ref. 15. Note, as in the previous interaction, the ellipse is
compressed by the shock and translates along thex axis.

Thus, type II can be said to have four phases, the first
three being the same as in type I. Figure 7~a! shows phase
~iii !. The fourth phase commences when the ‘‘stalk’’ of the
TS starts interacting with the leeward side at about C8 @Fig.
7~b!#. In Fig. 7~c!, phase~iv! has ended, TTS has emerged
from the bubble to interact with IS away from the interface.
The existence of phase~iv! can be seen in the on-axis pres-
sure diagram~Fig. 8!, where neither the notch nor the pres-
sure enhancement of type I are seen. Instead, one sees a s/f
interaction of the TS att51.2, resulting in a reflected rar-
efaction and a TTS.

From the above discussion, in essence the IS and the TS
competeon the leeward side of the ellipse. It is precisely this

shock–competition that determines the vorticity deposition
mechanism.

We examine the vortex consequences of this type II be-
havior in Fig. 9. Again we show six circulations, positive and
negative, and the net on and off the interface. We see the
expected early-time linear growth, but also a strong positive
component growing off the interface at aroundt51.3. This
is associated with the breakthrough at about C8. Furthermore,
at this time the negative interfacial component begins to
saturate for the same reason.

The arrow att52.3 points to the circulation used in
comparing to the model. We note that att56.0 the positive
and negative circulations off the interface are substantial, an
effect to be quantified and modeled.

Note, in both these examples the interfacial domain ex-
pands rapidly after shock passage, and the expansion is
larger for larger Mach numbers, a troublesome numerical
artifact associated with low-order numerical schemes.16 In
Fig. 8, aroundt'1.7, the interfacial domain area~or volume
per unit span! is comparable to the interior bubble domain
area. This diffusive effect must be understood and quantified
before further late-time studies of instability and mixing can
be believed and accurately modeled.

B. Critical time and aspect ratios

We now characterize the beginning of shock–
competition by means of the shock traversal time. To deter-
mine which type of interaction occurs on the leeward side,
we characterize the movements of the IS around the leeward
side and TS through the bubble. Conservatively, if the verti-

FIG. 8. The on-axis pressure plotted versus time for the simulation in Fig. 7.
The locations ofz50.999 andz50.5 limits on thex axis have also been
plotted. The two limits diverge, indicating the numerical diffusion of the
initially sharp interface. We see the transmitted shock from the shock inter-
action on the windward side interacting with the leeward side att'1.2,
giving rise to a reflected rarefaction. The on-axis complexities seen in Fig. 5
are absent here.

FIG. 9. Circulation budgets for the simulation shown in Fig. 7. HereM
52.75,l53.0, and the gases are air and R22. The dotted line shows the net
global circulation, the dotted line with the filled ‘‘d ’’ the negative circula-
tion, and the dotted line with the filled ‘‘j ’’ the positive circulation. The
solid line shows the net interfacial circulation, the solid line with ‘‘s ’’ the
negative interfacial circulation, and the solid line with ‘‘h ’’ the positive
interfacial circulation. The arrow points to the value of circulation
(G i /Mc0b) that is modeled.
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cal stalk of the transmitted shock arrives at the rightmost
leeward interface point before theundiminished-strength~as-
sumed for simplicity! IS arrives at that point, we have a type
II interaction. To model these interactions, we make a few
simplifying approximations.

~i! On the leeward side of the ellipse, we adopt the near-
normality ansatz,11 i.e., the IS is locally perpendicular to the
interface and moves with undiminished speed. This approxi-
mation is poor for weak shocks.

~ii ! We approximate the ‘‘stalk’’ of the TS as a plane
shock of heightyc , where (2xc ,yc) is the point on the
interface where the incident shock refraction becomes irregu-
lar. In an irregular refraction at an elliptical interface, the TS
system consists of a nearly vertical ‘‘stalk,’’ topped by a
triple point and a complex shock system. By approximating
the TS as a plane shock of heightyc , we ignore the triple
point and the complicated shock system associated with it,
which is the right segment of the TS in its simplest form.

~iii ! We assume that the height and strength of the TS
remain unchanged as it propagates through the inside of the
ellipse.

We estimate the time taken by the IS to traverse the
prolate elliptical interface by

t I5
1

M S E
A

B

dx1E
B

D

dl D 5M 21@11lE~A12l22!# ~4!

and for an oblate elliptical interface by

t I5M 21@11E~A12l2!#, ~5!

where dl is the infinitesimal arclength along the interface,
points A, B, and D have been defined in Fig. 3,E(k) is a
complete elliptic integral of the second kind and has the
asymptotic limits :

E~k!5H p

2
, for k→0,

1, for k→1.

~6!

The time taken by the TS to traverse the interior of the el-
lipse is estimated as

tT5
2

MTcb
, ~7!

where cb is the speed of sound in the unshocked ellipse
normalized byc0 andMT is the Mach number of the trans-
mitted shock. Note thatMT is calculated from a one-
dimensional f/s shock interaction~consult Ref. 11 for de-
tails!. For prolate ellipses, the ratio

tT

t I
5

M

MT
Ag0

gb

2Ah

11lE~A12l22!
, ~8!

determines the type of interaction:

tT

t I
H .1, for type I and,

,1, for type II.
~9!

The corresponding expression for oblate ellipses can be simi-
larly derived.

We now derive an expression for a critical aspect ratio
lc such that type I or II processes prevail ifl,lc or l
.lc , respectively. Ifg05gb are fixed, then the 3-tuple
(j,h,l) defines the parameter set for a given shock–ellipse
interaction. Here,j is the normalized pressure ratio across IS
and is given by

j~M !5
@2g/~g11!# ~M221!

11@ 2g/~g11!# ~M221!
,

so thatj(M )→0 ~or 1) for weak~or strong! shocks, respec-
tively. In Fig. 10~a!, we plot the surfacel5lc (j,h), the
boundary between type I and II interactions, as a function of
j and 1/h fixing the specific heat ratios (g05gb51.4). An
alternate presentation is given in Fig. 10~b!, where lines of
constantlc are shown. Thus, for a givenj and h, if l
.lc , then we have type II. This applies for oblate ellipses
as well. We observe that in the (j,h) space there is a region
where lc,1. This implies that if only prolate ellipses (l
.1) are considered, then in this region one can only observe
type II interactions.

For later use, we approximate the timetc , for termina-
tion of primary circulation deposition by IS, as the time for
TS to reach C8, or

tc5
11xc

MTcb
. ~10!

IV. QUANTIFICATION AND MODELING OF
INTERFACIAL BAROCLINIC CIRCULATION AT EARLY
TIMES

Samtaneyet al. ~Refs. 11 and 12! showed that the lead-
ing term in a series@O(sina)# for the normalized baroclinic
circulation generated per unit length on a density–stratified

FIG. 10. Critical aspect ratio@lc , Eq. ~8! with tT /t I51) as a function of
1/h and j, the normalized pressure gradient across the incident shock.g0

5gb51.4. In ~a! we plot the surfacel5lc(j,h) to demarcate between
type I and type II interaction spaces. For a type I interactionl,lc(j,h)
~below the surface! and for a type II interactionl.lc(j,h) ~above the
surface!. Thelc51 line has been darkened. In~b! we project thelc surface
to two dimensions. Ten exponentially spaced contours between 0.2 and 4.8
have been plotted. For a given (j,h), if the l of the ellipse is lesser than
lc , it undergoes a type I interaction.
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interface iss̃15s i(M ,h,g0 ,gb)sina, wherea is the local
angle between the shock front and the interface and subscript
i denotes either s/f or f/s. Equations fors i(M ,h,g0 ,gb), for
both s/f and f/s interactions, are given in the Appendix for
completeness. To obtain the circulation on the interface, we
assume the IS strengthM remains constant and the tangent to
the IS front is locally perpendicular to the interface as it
diffracts around the leeward side of the bubble. Thus, in the
absence of shock competition, the circulation deposited by IS
on a heavy ellipse at the end of phase~iii ! is modeled by

G f/s5s f/s~M ,h,g0 ,gb!@11lE~A12l22!#. ~11!

Type I interactions~characterized bytT /t I.1) contain a
primary f/s deposition by the IS and a secondary deposition
by the TS. Thus

G I5G f/s1s i~MT ,1/h8,gb ,g0!~12xc!, ~12!

whereh85rb /r08 , r08 is thepost-shockeddensity of the am-
bient gas, approximated from a one-dimensional~1D!
shock–interface interaction. Subscript ‘‘i’’ in Eq. ~12! is ei-
ther f/s or s/f, depending upon whetherh8.1 or h8,1,
respectively. Note, prior to shock–competition~i.e., during
the primary deposition! it is observed in numerical simula-
tions ~and is a property of our first–order deposition model!
that the time rate of baroclinic circulation deposition is a
constant.

Type II interactions should also contain two circulation
deposition terms. The first term is due to the~prematurely
terminated! deposition by the IS~approximated byG f/stc /t I),
and the second term is the due to the s/f interaction of the TS
at an interface of density ratio 1/h. Therefore, the total cir-
culation deposited in a type II interaction is

G II5G f/s

tc

t I
1ss/f~MT ,1/h,gb ,g0!~12xc!. ~13!

We quantify the interfacial circulation from the numeri-
cal simulations (Gnum) at the end of the TS traversal of the
interior of the ellipse and plotGnum/G I for h53.0, l51.5
~air–R22! andh55.04,l51.5 ~air–SF6) simulations in Fig.
11. In Fig. 12 we plotGnum/G I for 1.2<M<3.5 for h
51.54, l51.5 ~air–CO2) and h53.0, l53.0 ~air–R22!.
The difference in circulation deposition in numerical simula-
tions and the model is less than 10% for both types of inter-
actions. In Fig. 13 we plotGnum/Gmodel for M51.5, h53.0
~air–R22! and M51.5, h55.04 ~air–SF6) interactions for
different values of the aspect ratio,lP@1,3#. HereGmodel is
calculated using Eq.~13! @Eq. ~12!# for tT /t I,1 (tT /t I

.1), respectively. No clear trend is observed for the depar-
ture of the model from the numerical simulations. However,
these departures are small~typically less than65%) and
could be due to secondary phenomena, which our first-order
model fails to capture in a region of complex flow physics.

V. CONCLUSION

The interaction of a shock with a heavy prolate ellipse is
characterized by leeward–side complex shock interactions.
These phenomena lead to two types of shock–ellipse inter-
actions, referred to as type I and II. We use physical space

‘‘snapshots’’ of velocity-divergence and vorticity, on-axis
pressure space–time~S/T! diagrams and evolving circulation
budgets to visualize shock–competition and circulation
deposition.

In a type I interaction, the incident shock~IS! completes
its traversal of the elliptical bubble before the transmitted
shock~TS! does. IS reflects off the symmetry axis and sends
an upstream shock through the ellipse, which, in turn, inter-
acts with TS. This is seen as a prominent notch in the pres-
sure S/T diagram~Fig. 5!. In addition, the axis-reflected IS
contributes to the circulation deposition on the interface.

In a type II interaction, the transmitted shock traverses
through the ellipse and interacts with the leeward side before
the incident shock does — seen clearly again in the on-axis
pressure S/T diagram as the TS interacts with the undis-

FIG. 11. HereGnum/G I @Eq. ~12!# for 1.2<M<3.5 for type I interactions.
Results have been plotted forh53.0, l51.5 ~air–R22, ‘‘L ’’) and h
55.04, l51.5 ~air–SF6 , ‘‘ d ’’). Here M is limited to 3.0 in the air–R22
case, since forM.3.0, for al51.5 ellipse, the interaction becomes type II.
Inset:tT /t I has been plotted for all the cases to show the type of interaction.

FIG. 12. HereGnum/G II @Eq. ~13!# for 1.2<M<3.5 for type II interactions.
Results have been plotted forh51.54, l51.5 ~air–CO2 , ‘‘ d ’’) and h
53.0, l53.0 ~air–R22, ‘‘L ’’). Inset: tT /t I has been plotted for all the
cases to show the type of interaction.
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turbed leeward extremity of the bubble~Fig. 8!. An approxi-
mate expression is given to represent the traversal time ratio
to demarcate the two types of interactions. It is the ratio of
the time taken for the IS to cover the entire interfacial cir-
cumference to the time taken for a planar TS to move across
the elliptic bubbles interior. We also correlate certain salient
events~e.g., the transition from regular to irregular shock
refraction in the shock–ellipse interaction on the windward
side!, with their signatures in the positive, negative, and net
circulation budgets. In addition to the details of shock–
ellipse interactions, we find that, for a given shock strength
and gas pair, there exists a critical aspect ratio of the ellipti-
cal cylinder for which the time ratio is unity. We show that
for a certain region of the parameter space, prolate ellipses
can experience only one type of interaction.

A heuristic model for the baroclinic circulation depos-
ited on the interface at the end of early time~when both TS
and IS have departed the leeward interface! is proposed and
validated against converged numerical simulations. The
model incorporates the effect of shock competition and its
results fall within a610% band about the numerical solu-
tion. For somewhat later times, the total positive and nega-
tive circulations, resulting in part from off-interface shock
processes, may differ substantially from the results of the
interfacial model.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE CIRCULATION
MODEL TERMS

In this appendix, we provide, without details, sufficient
information to calculate the terms (ss/f ands f/s) in the model
derived in Sec. IV.

The baroclinic circulation generation per unit length of a
fast–slow interface can be expressed as a series in sina,
wherea is the local angle between the shock front and the
interface. The coefficient of the first-order term is
s f/s(M ,h,g0 ,gb) ~derived in Ref. 11! is

s f/s5
1

g0
1/2M

S gb

gb21

12c~p20,mb!

h

2
g0

g021
@12c~p20/p1 ,m0!c~p1 ,m0!# D . ~A1!

In the above equation,p1 is the pressure behind the incident
shock~of Mach numberM! and is given by

p1511
2g0

g011
~M221!. ~A2!

Furthermore,p20 is the pressure behind the reflected shock
for a→0 and may be calculated by solving the following
nonlinear algebraic equation:

p121

~m0
21p1!1/2

2
~p20/p1!21

~m0
21~p20/p1!!1/2

c1/2~p1 ,m0!

2h2 1/2
p2021

~mb
21p20!

1/2S g011

gb11D 1/2

50. ~A3!

The function c(j,m)[j @(11m2j)/(m21j)#, and m i
2

5(g i21)/(g i11).
Likewise, for a slow–fast interface, one may express the

baroclinic circulation generation as a series in sina. The co-
efficient of the first term in the series,ss/f(M ,h,g0 ,gb) ~de-
rived in Ref. 12! is

ss/f5
1

g0
1/2M

H gb

gb21

12c~p20,mb!

h

2
g0

g021 F12S p20

p1
D ~g021!/g0

c~p1 ,m0!G J . ~A4!

In the above equation,p20 is the pressure behind the trans-
mitted shock fora→0 and is calculated by solving the fol-
lowing nonlinear algebraic equation:

~11m0
2!1/2

g0

p121

~m0
21p1!1/2

1
2

g021
c1/2~p1 ,m0!

3F12S p20

p1
D ~g021!/2g0G

5
~11mb

2!1/2

gb~hg0 /gb!1/2

p2021

~mb
21p20!

1/2
. ~A5!

FIG. 13. Variation ofGnum/Gmodel vs l (1<l<3) for M51.5, h53.0
~air–R22, ‘‘s ’’) and M51.5,h55.04~air–SF6 , ‘‘ h ’’) interactions. Inset:
tT /t I has been plotted for the two sets of data. HereGmodel has been calcu-
lated using Eq.~13! @Eq. ~12!# for tT /t I,1 (tT /t I.1), respectively.
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